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Long-Term Potentiation in Hilar Circuitry Modulates Gating
by the Dentate Gyrus
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The dentate gyrus serves as a gateway to the hippocampus, filtering and processing sensory inputs as an animal explores its environment. The
hilus occupies a strategic position within the dentate gyrus from which it can play a pivotal role in these functions. Inputs from dentate granule
cells converge on the hilus, and excitatory hilar mossy cells redistribute these signals back to granule cells to transform a pattern of cortical input
into a new pattern of output to the hippocampal CA3 region. Using voltage-sensitive dye to image electrical activity in rat hippocampal slices, we
explored how long-term potentiation (LTP) of different excitatory synapses modifies the flow of information. Theta burst stimulation of the
perforant path potentiated responses throughout the molecular layer, but left responses in the CA3 region unchanged. By contrast, theta burst
stimulation of the granule cell layer potentiated responses throughout the molecular layer, as well as in the CA3 region. Theta burst stimulation
of the granule cell layer potentiated CA3 responses not only to granule cell layer stimulation but also to perforant path stimulation. Potentiation
of responses in the CA3 region reflected NMDA receptor-dependent LTP of upstream synapses between granule cells and mossy cells, with no
detectable contribution from NMDA receptor-independent LTP of local CA3 mossy fiber synapses. Potentiation of transmission to the CA3
region required LTP in both granule cell3mossy cell and mossy cell3granule cell synapses. This bidirectional plasticity enables hilar circuitry
to regulate the flow of information through the dentate gyrus and on to the hippocampus.
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Introduction
The dentate gyrus performs the first stage of processing of sensory
information entering the hippocampus. Its principal neurons,
dentate granule cells (GCs), receive perforant path (PP) input
from the entorhinal cortex, and transmit an output to the CA3
region via mossy fiber axons. GCs have a high threshold, enabling
the dentate gyrus to filter and select patterns of activity for further
processing (Hsu, 2007; Leutgeb and Leutgeb, 2007) and to im-
pede the spread of seizures (Heinemann et al., 1992; Lothman et
al., 1992; Ang et al., 2006; Dudek and Sutula, 2007). These filter-
ing and processing functions remain poorly understood, but it is
unlikely that the dentate gyrus performs these tasks simply by
mapping PP inputs to GCs; additional circuitry is required. GC
axons branch extensively within the hilus (Claiborne et al., 1990)
and innervate inhibitory interneurons and mossy cells (MCs)
(Ribak et al., 1985; Acsády et al., 1998). Excitatory MCs recipro-
cate through synapses to GCs to complete a pathway of recurrent
excitation (Scharfman et al., 1990; Scharfman, 1995; Jackson
and Scharfman, 1996). This network, referred to here as the
GC3MC3GC circuit, lies downstream from the PP where it

can amplify and process these inputs to shape the output to the
CA3 region (Buckmaster and Schwartzkroin, 1994; Henze and
Buzsáki, 2007; Larimer and Strowbridge, 2010; Scharfman and
Myers, 2013). The GC3MC3GC circuit equips the dentate
gyrus with powerful processing potential and can shape hip-
pocampal signaling at the first stage of the trisynaptic circuit.

Synaptic plasticity in the GC3MC3GC circuit could pro-
foundly alter dentate gyrus processing. However, the reciprocal
nature of this circuit complicates the study of plasticity. GCs and
MCs sum monosynaptic and polysynaptic responses to obscure
the identity of modified synapses. This prompts the question,
does long-term potentiation (LTP) of PP responses (Bliss and
Gardner-Medwin, 1973; Derrick, 2007) reflect LTP of PP3GC
synapses, or GC3MC3GC synapses, or both in combination?
LTP has been reported in MC synapses, and this plasticity can
influence transmission through the hippocampus (Kleschevnikov
and Routtenberg, 2003; Lysetskiy et al., 2005). Addressing such
questions requires circuit level experimental methods to monitor
multiple synaptic pathways simultaneously. The present study
used voltage-sensitive dye imaging (Grinvald et al., 1988; Jin et
al., 2002) to map the spatial distribution of potentiation induced
by theta burst stimulation (TBS) (Chang and Jackson, 2006).
Voltage imaging experiments with pharmacological manipula-
tions, lesions, and multisite stimulation revealed synaptic contri-
butions to responses at specific locations. TBS potentiated
responses to PP stimulation without LTP of local PP3GC syn-
apses. Responses in the CA3 region were potentiated without
local LTP of mossy fiber synapses. LTP in the GC3MC3GC
circuit potentiated transmission to the CA3 region, and this po-
tentiation depended on LTP in both GC3MC and MC3GC
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synapses. Thus, the GC3MC3GC circuit modulates flow
through the hippocampal trisynaptic circuit, and this modula-
tion has a unique requirement for concomitant LTP of both
GC3MC and MC3GC synapses. LTP of GC3MC3GC syn-
apses regulates gating by the dentate gyrus in a manner that can
influence the spread of seizures and modify how the dentate gyrus
transforms patterns of input into patterns of output.

Materials and Methods
Hippocampal slice preparation. Slice preparation from rat brains followed
previously described procedures (Chang and Jackson, 2006). Animal
care conformed to NIH guidelines and all procedures were approved by
the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Wisconsin
School of Medicine and Public Health. Male Sprague Dawley rats (4 –7
weeks old) were decapitated following CO2-induced narcosis, and the
brains chilled in ice-cold cutting solution [composition (in mM): 124
NaCl, 3.2 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 CaCl2, 6 MgSO4, and 10
glucose, bubbled with 95% O2-5% CO2]. Horizontal (or in some exper-
iments coronal) slices (350 – 400 �m) were cut with a VT1200S tissue
slicer (Leica). To reduce epileptiform activity, an incision was made in
the CA3a region (distal to the dentate gyrus) unless stated otherwise. In
some experiments, lesions were made through the outer and middle
molecular layer (ML) to sever the PP (Jackson and Scharfman, 1996), as
illustrated in Figure 4. Lesions were made with a scalpel under a dissect-
ing microscope immediately after slicing. After �1 h in cutting solution
at room temperature, slices were transferred to artificial CSF (aCSF) with
composition identical to cutting solution except for 2.5 CaCl2 and 1.3
MgSO4. Slices were stained in bubbled aCSF that contained 0.05 mg/ml
of voltage-sensitive absorbance dye RH 482 (absorbance maximum, 650
nm; NK3630, Hayashibara Biochemical Laboratories) for 45 min, and
returned to aCSF. During recording, slices were submerged and contin-
uously perfused with aCSF maintained at 29 –32°C.

Stimulation and recording. Stimulation and field potential recordings
were performed with aCSF-filled electrodes fabricated from borosilicate
glass capillaries with 1.15 mm inner and 1.50 mm outer diameters, and
tip diameters of 10 –30 �m (for stimulating) or �1 �m (for recording).
Slices were stimulated with 200 �s current pulses from a stimulus isolator
(Model A365, World Precision Instruments). Increasing the stimulus
current generally produced graded increases in optical response ampli-
tudes until a plateau was reached where further increases produced very
small increases. Stimulus current was adjusted in the range 50 –100 �A to
evoke approximately half-maximal field potentials. Optical responses
near the stimulating electrode (�100 �m) were saturated, and further
increases in stimulus current extended the zone where responses are
maximal. Optical responses were 50 – 80% of maximal in the ML at dis-
tances of 100 –500 �m from the stimulating electrode.

TBS, used to induce LTP, is comprised of four theta bursts at 10 s
intervals. Each 2 s theta burst consisted of ten 50 ms subbursts delivered
at 5 Hz and each subburst consisted of six pulses at 100 Hz. Test pulses
and pulses during TBS always used the same current. Field potential
recordings were made using an EPC-7 patch-clamp amplifier (Heka
Instruments).

The GABAA receptor antagonist SR95531 (5 mM) was present in all
experiments. Much stronger stimulation is required to induce LTP in the
dentate gyrus without GABAA receptor blockade (Wigström and
Gustafsson, 1983), and we found that TBS failed to potentiate responses
in the dentate gyrus when inhibition was intact (data not shown).

Voltage imaging and data acquisition. Voltage imaging methods were
based on the methodology of Wu and Cohen (1993), as detailed by
Chang and Jackson (2003). The instrumentation is similar to that sup-
plied commercially by RedShirt Imaging, with 464 optical fibers bundled
into a hexagonal array and coupled individually to Hamamatsu photo-
diodes with a center-to-center distance in field of view of 67 �m. Photo-
currents were amplified to 5 V/nA, low-pass filtered at 500 Hz with a
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Figure 1. A, Excitatory synaptic circuitry of the dentate gyrus. The PP innervates GC dendrites in the outer and middle ML to establish PP3GC synapses. GCs innervate MCs in the hilus with
GC3MC synapses and pyramidal cells in the CA3 region with GC3 CA3 synapses. MCs innervate GCs in the inner ML with GC3MC synapses. Interneurons are ignored here because experiments
were performed in the presence of the GABAA receptor antagonist SR 95531. B, The experimental design is illustrated. The region selected for imaging is indicated by the dashed hexagon that
contains most of the dentate gyrus and the proximal portion of the CA3 region. The two sites of stimulation are indicated by arrows and two sites from which representative traces were selected for
C are indicated by small circles. C, Voltage-sensitive dye responses to PP stimulation (top) and GC layer stimulation (bottom) in the GC layer (left) and ML (right). The GC layer responses to GC layer
stimulation have a sharp component arising from action potentials, whereas the ML responses do not.
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four-pole Bessel filter, multiplexed, and digitized at a frame rate of 10
kHz (DAP5200, Microstar Laboratories). An electronic shutter was
opened 200 ms before initiating acquisition for 300 ms. Traces were
averaged over four trials at 30 s intervals.

Slices were placed on the stage of an upright Reichert-Jung Diastar
microscope illuminated by a 100 W tungsten-halogen bulb powered by a
Kepco ATE 36 –30DM power source. Illuminating light was passed
through a 700 � 25 nm bandpass filter, and transmitted light was cap-
tured with a 10� Olympus UPlanApo objective (NA � 0.40). Before
each experiment, images were directed with a movable mirror to a CCD
camera and captured with a frame grabber (Data Translation). A PC
running an in-house computer program written in C�� was used for
data acquisition, signal processing, and analysis (Chang, 2006). This pro-
gram drove stimulation and controlled the shutter.

Data analysis. Traces were filtered off-line with a temporal three-point
binomial filter and a spatial Gaussian filter with a space constant of half
the distance between diodes. To correct drift, the baselines were fitted
with a third-order polynomial that was then subtracted. Peak optical
signals were used to create color maps of responses and LTP in which red
represented the greatest change and purple represented no change. The
program Origin Pro (Microcal) was used for additional analysis and
plotting.

Optical responses were presented as the change in transmitted light
divided by the resting light intensity, �I/I, using the maximum value in a
200 ms time window starting at the stimulus. To evaluate the time course
of potentiation, we first visualized the map of potentiation from a given

experiment and identified six sites with the greatest potentiation in the
ML (upper or lower blade) and CA3 region. The time course of �I/I was
first averaged from these sites, and the averages were then averaged across
experiments from all slices to produce the time course plots reported
here. Error bars were computed on the basis of number of slices. Nor-
malization to resting light and focusing on sites of maximum potentia-
tion provided an objective basis for comparison between conditions,
controlling for the inherent spatial nonuniformity of responses and po-
tentiation within slices.

Drug application. Drugs (purchased from Sigma) were applied to the
aCSF, which perfused slices during experiments. SR95531 (5 �M) was
present in all experiments to block GABAA receptors. In some experi-
ments, APV (50 �M) was applied to block NMDA receptors.

Statistical analysis. Statistical significance of LTP was assessed by one-
way RM-ANOVA; and the means and SEM were presented. Normalized
pre-TBS means of evoked responses (�I/I ) were tested against normal-
ized post-TBS means for significant differences. Statistical analysis was
performed with Origin Pro. In all figures, * indicates statistical signifi-
cance with p � 0.05.

Results
Figure 1A illustrates the key excitatory synapses of the dentate
gyrus and serves as a useful guide to our design of experiments to
probe the GC3MC3GC circuit. We selected a region for im-
aging illustrated by the dashed hexagon in Figure 1B. This region

A
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Figure 2. Voltage imaging of responses and potentiation with PP stimulation. A, A CCD image of the dentate gyrus with optical traces overlain. The white arrow indicates the site of stimulation
in the outer half of the ML; white curves mark the inner and outer borders of the ML (this panel and D–F ). B, Selected optical traces in the lower blade (top), CA3 region (middle), and upper blade
(bottom) before (black) and after (red) applying four TBS. Responses were evoked by electrical stimulation (100 �A, 0.2 ms). C, A plot of optical response amplitude (�I/I; mean�SEM; N �6 slices)
versus time from sites showing maximal potentiation in the ML of the upper and lower blades, with the arrow indicating the time of TBS. D, E, Map of response amplitude before (D) and 20 min (E)
after TBS. The scale in the bottom left corner indicates the color range, with red representing the largest amplitude and purple representing no response. The maps in D and E were both normalized
to the maximum in the post-TBS map in E. F, A difference map (E minus D) shows the distribution of potentiation (normalized to its own maximum).
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includes most of the dentate gyrus and the most proximal part of
the CA3 region. Arrows illustrate the two stimulation sites used
for nearly all our experiments, one in the GC layer and the other
in the outer half of the ML, at the crest of the dentate gyrus.
Stimulation of either site evoked responses through much of the
field of view (Figs. 2A, 3A).

Figure 1C displays typical responses in the ML and GC layer to
stimulation of the PP and GC layer. These signals represent pop-
ulation responses of voltage changes from cells with membrane at
the selected site. In general, both neurons and glia contribute to
these optical signals, but with the dye used here, RH482, glia
signals are weak and difficult to see without blocking excitatory
synaptic receptors (Kojima et al., 1999). Most of the membrane in
the ML is from GC dendrites. Interneurons are present in much
smaller numbers than GCs in the dentate gyrus (Amaral et al.,
1990) and are unlikely to contribute significantly to these popu-
lations responses. However, small signals from nonprincipal cells
cannot be completely ruled out. The responses to both ML and
GC layer stimulation show decay kinetics characteristic of excit-
atory synaptic potentials (Fig. 1C, top). Most of the membrane in
the GC layer is from GC somata, and responses to GC layer stim-
ulation show two temporal components, one rapid and one slow
(Fig. 1C, bottom left). Rapid and slow voltage-sensitive dye sig-
nals such as these have been shown by pharmacological experi-
ments to represent action potentials and excitatory synaptic

potentials, respectively, in both the dentate gyrus (Jackson and
Scharfman, 1996) and CA1 region (Grinvald et al., 1982). These
optical signals correspond well with field potential recordings
that have been interpreted as synaptic potentials in granule cell
dendrites (Jackson and Scharfman, 1996). Synaptic components
dominate the responses in the ML, so that changes in EPSP–spike
coupling are not likely to contribute significantly to our analysis
of potentiation. However, the origins of responses in the CA3
region are more difficult to assess because they are slower and less
synchronous (Figs. 2, 3).

Spatial distribution of responses and potentiation:
PP stimulation
Stimulation of the PP with test pulses in the outer half of the ML
evoked robust optical signals throughout the field of view. An
overlay of optical traces on an image of a slice illustrated the
extensive spread of responses (Fig. 2A). Selected traces from three
locations (Fig. 2B) highlighted the larger amplitude and faster
kinetics of responses in the ML (top and bottom traces) com-
pared with the CA3 region (middle trace). The traces from the
CA3 region arose from the pyramidal cell layer and flanking
strata oriens and radiatum. A proximal portion of the CA3 region
was generally clear in CCD images, although the overlay of traces
made some of the boundaries more difficult to see. Applying TBS
to induce LTP potentiated responses in the ML but not in the

A
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Figure 3. Responses and potentiation induced by GC layer stimulation. Organization follows Figure 2. A, Overlay of optical traces on a CCD image. The white arrow and solid curves are as in Figure
2A. B, Selected traces pre-TBS and post-TBS (stimulation 50 �A, 0.2 ms). C, Time course plots from the CA3 region and the ML (�I/I; mean � SEM; N � 9). D, E, Response map pre-TBS (D) and
post-TBS (E). D and E were both normalized to the maximum in E. F, Potentiation map (E minus D) normalized to its own maximum.
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CA3 region (compare red and black traces for the three locations
displayed in Fig. 2B). The evoked change in light intensity (�I)
was normalized to the resting light intensity ( I) to give �I/I, and
signals from sites showing the greatest potentiation were aver-
aged over six slices and plotted versus time (Fig. 2C). These plots
compare the fractional increases following TBS and illustrate the
persistence of potentiation for the duration of our experiments
(45 min). This potentiation indicated an increase in the local
population EPSP, which reflects either increased amplitudes of
responsive cells, or increased numbers of responsive cells, or
both.

To evaluate the spatial distribution of responses and potenti-
ation, we constructed maps of �I/I encoded as color. These maps
highlighted the prominent responses through much of the ML
before TBS (Fig. 2D) and revealed increases in response ampli-
tude and spread after TBS (Fig. 2E). Normalization to the maxi-
mum post-TBS responses in Figure 2E aided comparisons and
highlighted locations where potentiation occurred. Mapping the
difference in �I/I between pre-TBS and post-TBS provided a
direct view of the spatial distribution of potentiation (Fig. 2F).
This map revealed lower potentiation around the stimulating
electrode, in common with previous work in the CA1 region
(Chang and Jackson, 2006). The underlying mechanisms for this
local effect remain unclear. Both the response and potentiation
maps revealed larger amplitudes in the infrapyramidal (bottom)
blade of the ML than the suprapyramidal (top) blade (Fig. 2D–F).
This asymmetry had been reported previously (Scharfman et al.,
2002) without a GABAA receptor blocker, and the present results
in SR95531 (see Materials and Methods, above) indicated that
this feature does not reflect asymmetry in the inhibitory circuitry
of the dentate gyrus. This asymmetry between the upper and
lower blades did not extend to potentiation, as the fractional
enhancements in both blades were identical after normalizing to
their pre-TBS baselines (Fig. 2C).

Potentiation was conspicuously absent from the CA3 region.
Although normalization made activity in the hilus and CA3 re-
gion difficult to see in response maps because the signals were so
much smaller than in the ML (Fig. 2D,E), traces from those
locations displayed clear responses (Fig. 2A,B), and these traces,
along with the time course plot (Fig. 2C) and potentiation map
(Fig. 2F), all showed that TBS of the PP failed to potentiate re-
sponses in the CA3 region. The absence of potentiation in the
CA3 region is an important result. The disparity between the
spatial distribution of responses versus the spatial distribution of
potentiation indicates that TBS of the PP targets a subset of the
activated synapses for LTP. Furthermore, LTP of those targeted
synapses potentiated responses in the ML without facilitating
transmission to the CA3 region. Amplification resulting from
LTP in the dentate gyrus does not necessarily propagate through
the trisynaptic circuit.

Spatial distribution of responses and potentiation: GC
layer stimulation
Stimulating the GC layer bypasses the PP and depolarizes GC
somata directly, as well as MC axons passing through the GC
layer on their way to targets in the inner ML. Thus, GC layer
stimulation activated both of the cell types of the GC3MC3GC
circuit. Optical traces overlaid upon a slice image (Fig. 3A) and
selected traces from the ML and CA3 region (Fig. 3B) show that,
as with PP stimulation (Fig. 2A), GC layer stimulation evoked
responses over a wide region, with greatest amplitudes in the ML.
Comparison of pre-TBS and post-TBS responses (Fig. 3B, black
and red traces) indicated that in contrast to TBS of the PP (Fig. 2),

TBS of the GC layer strongly potentiated responses not only in
the ML but also in the CA3 region. At sites in the ML showing
maximal potentiation, TBS of the GC layer increased responses
by 89 � 3.1% (Fig. 3C), which was considerably greater than the
27 � 2.9% increase following TBS of the PP (Fig. 2C). Response
maps illustrated the spread before (Fig. 3D) and after (Fig. 3E)
TBS. The difference map showed two distinct foci of potentiation
in the ML and CA3 region (Fig. 3F). GC layer TBS also often
induced weak potentiation in the hilus. This was not evident in
Figure 3, but other experiments presented below with GC layer
TBS showed some potentiation in the hilus (see Figs. 6 and 9).
This potentiation was weaker than that seen in the ML and CA3
region. By contrast, TBS of the PP never induced potentiation in
the hilus.

Because GC layer stimulation does not activate the PP (Fig.
1A), the potentiation in the ML seen in these experiments must
reflect LTP within the GC3MC3GC circuit, either of
GC3MC synapses or MC3GC synapses, or both. TBS of the
GC layer was generally more effective than TBS of the PP at
triggering LTP, despite the substantial overlap between the re-
gions activated (compare Figs. 2D and 3D). The more than two-
fold potentiation of responses in the CA3 region by GC layer TBS
presents a striking contrast with the absence of potentiation at the
same location when TBS was applied to the PP. The very different
potentiation maps (Figs. 2F, 3F) indicated that despite the similar
spatial distributions of responses, TBS of the PP and GC layer
strengthened different populations of synapses. This comparison
raised important questions about the distinct roles of the various
types synapses in the plasticity of the dentate gyrus. We therefore
directed our experiments toward the goal of assessing the contri-

A B
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Figure 4. Potentiation in a slice with a severed PP. A, A CCD image, with optical responses
overlain, shows a slice with a cut from the hippocampal fissure to the inner ML (white arrow and
curves as in Fig. 2A). Traces show responses to stimulation at the site indicated in the ML (50 �A,
0.2 ms). Responses spread across the cut, as reported previously (Jackson and Scharfman,
1996). B, Potentiation map as the difference between the pre-TBS and post-TBS response maps
(as in Figs. 2F and 3F ). The red line marks the lesion. TBS induced potentiation through most of
the ML, including across the lesion. The map was normalized to its maximum and encoded as
color following the scale in the bottom left corner. C, Plots of �I/I versus time from sites show-
ing maximal potentiation in the ML of both the upper (cis-, same side as the cut) and lower
(trans-, across the cut) blades, with TBS at the arrow (mean � SEM; N � 11). D, Bars show the
average potentiation as the post-TBS response normalized to the pre-TBS response, cis- and
trans-. *p � 0.05.
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butions of LTP at different synapses to the transmission of signals
along different routes.

Potentiation with a severed PP
Although the spatial spread of responses to PP stimulation (Fig.
2D) tracks the anatomy of the PP (Fig. 1A), activation of the
downstream GC3MC3GC circuit makes a major contribution
to this spread (Jackson and Scharfman, 1996). Since we were able
to induce LTP in the GC3MC3GC circuit (Fig. 3), we sought
to test the hypothesis that LTP in these synapses contributes to
the potentiation induced by TBS of the PP (Fig. 2). We therefore
performed experiments in slices in which cuts were made to sever
the PP. As reported previously (Jackson and Scharfman, 1996),
regions of the ML across the cut from the stimulating electrode
(trans-) responded nearly as robustly to PP stimulation as regions
on the same side of the cut (cis-) (Fig. 4A). TBS stimulation
induced potentiation throughout the ML, including the regions
across the cut (Fig. 4B). Although potentiation was generally
somewhat less than that in control slices, Figure 4C showed sim-
ilar statistically significant increases on both sides of the cut (Fig.
4D, N � 11, p � 0.05). Thus, potentiation of responses in the ML
across the cut did not depend on LTP of local PP3GC synapses
at that site. The potentiation across the lesion suggested either
that LTP was expressed in the GC3MC3GC circuit, or that the
amplification of responses on the same side of the lesion by

LTP of local PP3GC synapses propagated through the
GC3MC3GC circuit to the other side of the lesion. In either
scenario, signal transmission across the incision depended on
hilar circuitry. Had we seen potentiation only on the side of the
cut receiving stimulation, this result would have strongly negated
the hypothesis that LTP in the GC3MC3GC circuit contrib-
utes to the potentiation induced by TBS of the PP. Additional
experiments presented below on heterosynaptic interactions pro-
vided further support for a contribution from LTP within the
GC3MC3GC circuit to potentiation induced by TBS of the PP.

NMDA receptor dependence of potentiation
LTP induced by PP stimulation depends on NMDA receptors
(Morris et al., 1986; Colino and Malenka, 1993), but mossy fiber
LTP in the CA3 region does not (Harris and Cotman, 1986; Jaffe
and Johnston, 1990; Nicoll and Schmitz, 2005). GC3MC syn-
apses are formed by the same presynaptic cells as GC3CA3
mossy fiber synapses, and the NMDA receptor independence of
their LTP (Lysetskiy et al., 2005) suggests that this is a general
property of synapses formed by GC axons. Thus, experiments
with an NMDA receptor antagonist should help us evaluate how
LTP of different populations of synapses contributes to the po-
tentiation observed at various locations. In the presence of the
NMDA receptor antagonist 2-amino-5 phosphonovaleric acid
(APV, 50 �M), PP stimulation evoked responses that spread

A B C
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Figure 5. NMDA receptor dependence of potentiation induced by PP stimulation. A, A CCD image with optical traces overlain (stimulation 50 �A, 0.2 ms; white arrow and curves as in Fig. 2A).
B, Potentiation map as the difference between responses pre-TBS and post-TBS in the presence of 50 �M APV. C, Potentiation map for a second TBS applied after washout of APV. Potentiation was
encoded as color according to the scale in the bottom left corner of A, with both maps normalized to the maximum in C. D, Time course plots from sites of maximal potentiation in the ML (�I/I;
mean � SEM; N � 9). APV was present during the horizontal bar and TBS was applied at the two arrows. E, Average potentiation in APV and after washout. *p � 0.05.
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through slices (Fig. 5A) as in control experiments (Fig. 2B), but
TBS of the PP failed to potentiate these responses (Fig. 5B,C).
Following APV washout, a second TBS potentiated responses in
the ML (Fig. 5C), with a distribution similar to that observed in
slices not previously exposed to APV (Fig. 2F). Plots of response
versus time also illustrated the block of potentiation (Fig. 5D); the
mean fractional change in �I/I was not significant in APV but was
significant after APV removal (Fig. 5E). APV applied to lesioned
slices (as in Fig. 4) produced a similar block of potentiation,
which again recovered following washout (n � 4; data not
shown). The potentiation map showed that the NMDA receptor
dependence of potentiation induced by PP stimulation (Morris et
al., 1986; Colino and Malenka, 1993) was global and extended
through the dentate gyrus (Fig. 5B). Given the NMDA receptor
independence of LTP at GC3MC synapses (Lysetskiy et al.,
2005), this result suggested that the potentiation induced by TBS
of the PP resulted from LTP of PP3GC and MC3GC synapses
rather than GC3MC synapses.

We next tested the NMDA receptor dependence of potentia-
tion induced by GC layer stimulation. In the presence of APV
responses spread through the ML and CA3 region (Fig. 6A), as
under control conditions (Fig. 3B), but in contrast to the results
with TBS of the PP, TBS of the GC layer potentiated responses in
the presence of APV. This NMDA receptor-independent poten-
tiation was regionally restricted; responses were potentiated in
the ML but not in the CA3 region (Fig. 6B,D). Following washout
of APV, a second TBS strongly potentiated responses in the CA3

region (Fig. 6C,D) and produced a small increment in the poten-
tiation in the ML beyond that induced by the first TBS (Fig. 6D,
bottom). Thus, a subset of the synapses activated by stimulation
of the GC layer have NMDA receptor-independent LTP.

NMDA receptor independence is a well established and dis-
tinctive property of mossy fiber synapses in the CA3 region (Har-
ris and Cotman, 1986; Jaffe and Johnston, 1990; Nicoll and
Schmitz, 2005), but under some conditions, LTP of these syn-
apses can require NMDA receptor activation (Henze et al., 2000).
We therefore tested the effects of APV with direct stimulation of
mossy fibers in the stratum lucidum in the CA3 region of coronal
slices (these slices were not lesioned in the CA3a region; see Ma-
terials and Methods, above). Responses spread throughout the
CA3 region (Fig. 7A) and we verified the activation of mossy
fibers by showing that the metabotropic glutamate type 2/3 re-
ceptor agonist DCG-IV (1 �M) (Kamiya et al., 1996) blocked
responses to stratum lucidum stimulation while sparing re-
sponses to stimulation with a second electrode in the stratum
radiatum (data not shown). TBS identical to that used in our
other experiments potentiated these responses in the presence of
APV (Fig. 7B,C). Following APV washout, a second TBS pro-
duced a small additional increment in potentiation. This experi-
ment demonstrated that our basic protocol has the capacity to
elicit NMDA receptor-independent LTP of mossy fiber synapses
in the CA3 region.

The NMDA receptor dependence of potentiation in the CA3
region shown in Figure 6 indicated that synapses other than local

A B C

D E F

Figure 6. NMDA receptor dependence of potentiation induced by GC layer stimulation. A, CCD image with optical traces overlain (stimulation 50 �A, 0.2 ms; white arrow and curves as in Fig. 2A).
B, C, Potentiation map in the presence of 50 �M APV (B) and after APV washout (C); both maps were normalized to the maximum in C. D, Time course plots from sites of maximal potentiation in the
ML and the CA3 region (�I/I; mean � SEM; N � 11). The horizontal bar indicates the presence of APV and the arrows mark times of TBS. E, Average potentiation in the ML in APV and after washout.
F, Average potentiation in the CA3 region in APV and after washout. *p � 0.05.
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mossy fiber synapses generated the robust
potentiation of CA3 responses observed
with TBS of the GC layer (Fig. 3F and sec-
ond TBS after APV washout in Fig. 6C).
Thus, this potentiation must reflect LTP
upstream in the GC3MC3GC circuit.
These experiments on the NMDA recep-
tor dependence have thus revealed a novel
form of potentiation of transmission from
the dentate gyrus to the CA3 region that
does not depend on LTP of local mossy
fiber synapses on CA3 pyramidal cells.
These results confirm a previous sugges-
tion that LTP within hilar circuitry can
potentiate responses in the CA3 region
without classical mossy fiber LTP (Clai-
borne et al., 1993).

Heterosynaptic interactions
Results presented thus far have provided
two examples of potentiation without lo-
cal LTP of the synapses at those sites. Re-
sponses in the ML to PP stimulation can
be potentiated without LTP of local
PP3GC synapses (Fig. 4), and responses
in the CA3 region to GC layer stimulation
can be potentiated without LTP of local
mossy fiber synapses (Fig. 6). To explore
the relations between potentiation and
LTP at local versus nonlocal synapses
more deeply, we performed dual-site
stimulation experiments. This approach
enabled us to address the following closely
related questions: (1) can TBS of the PP
induce LTP in downstream synapses in
the GC3MC3GC circuit? (2) can LTP
in the GC3MC3GC circuit potentiate
responses to PP stimulation? and (3) can
LTP in the GC3MC3GC circuit poten-
tiate transmission to the CA3 region?

With stimulating electrodes posi-
tioned in both the PP and GC layer (Fig.

A B C

Figure 7. NMDA receptor dependence of potentiation in the CA3 region in coronal slices with stratum lucidum stimulation. A, A CCD image of the CA3 region with optical traces overlain
(stimulation 50 �A, 0.2 ms). B, Potentiation map in the presence of 50 �M APV, normalized to the maximum. The white arrow marks the site of stimulation and the white curve marks
the CA3 pyramidal cell layer. C, Time course from sites showing maximal potentiation in the CA3 region with TBS at the arrows (�I/I; mean � SEM; N � 4). The horizontal line indicates
APV application.

A1

A2

A3

B1

B2

Figure 8. Dual-site stimulation with potentiation induced by TBS of the PP. The design of this experiment follows Figure 2, with
the addition of a second stimulating electrode in the GC layer. A1, CCD image of the dentate gyrus with the red arrow indicating the
stimulation site in the GC layer and the white arrow indicating the stimulation site in the PP. The white curves mark the borders of
the ML. The PP and GC layer were stimulated alternately at 15 s intervals (50 �A, 0.2 ms for each site). A2, Potentiation map
for responses to PP stimulation. A3, Potentiation map for responses to GC layer stimulation. Each map was normalized to
its own maximum, and differences encoded as color according to the scale in the bottom left corner of A2. B1, Time course
plots of �I/I from sites in the ML and CA3 region for each stimulation site (mean � SEM; N � 6). Top, Responses in the ML
evoked by PP stimulation were potentiated by TBS of the PP but responses in the CA3 region were not (as in Fig. 2C).
Bottom, Responses in the ML evoked by GC layer stimulation were also potentiated by TBS of the PP, but responses in the
CA3 region were not. B2, Average potentiation induced by TBS of the PP for responses in the CA3 region and ML evoked by
GC layer stimulation. *p � 0.05.
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8A1), we pulsed alternately at 15 s intervals to establish baselines
for each site, and then applied TBS only to the PP. As expected,
this potentiated responses to PP stimulation, and the spatial dis-
tribution (Fig. 8A2) resembled that from the corresponding
single-site experiment (Fig. 2F). Time course plots were also sim-
ilar (Figs. 8B1, top; 2C). However, we additionally saw potentia-
tion of responses to stimulation of the GC layer. Both the
potentiation map (Fig. 8A3) and the time course plot of responses
to GC layer stimulation (Fig. 8B1, bottom traces) showed poten-
tiation in the ML but not in the CA3 region. Thus, TBS of the PP
has a heterosynaptic effect on responses to GC layer stimulation,
inducing LTP in the downstream GC3MC3GC circuit. This
confirmed the nonlocal nature of the potentiation at sites severed
from their PP input (Fig. 4) and indicated that the LTP underly-
ing this potentiation resides in the GC3MC3GC circuit. Both
potentiation maps (Fig. 8A2,A3) and time course plots (Fig. 8B1)
showed no potentiation in the CA3 region for stimulation at
either site. Thus, LTP of the downstream synapses induced by
TBS of the PP failed to enhance transmission to the hippocam-
pus, not only for stimulation of the PP as demonstrated above
(Fig. 2), but also for stimulation of the GC layer that had not
received TBS (Fig. 8B1).

We performed a similar dual-site stim-
ulation experiment with TBS applied to
the GC layer (Fig. 9A1). Responses to GC
layer stimulation exhibited the expected
potentiation in the ML and CA3 region
(Fig. 9A3), as in the corresponding single-
site experiment (Fig. 3F). Once again, we
observed a heterosynaptic effect: TBS of
the GC layer potentiated the responses
evoked by stimulating the PP. This poten-
tiation was greatest in the CA3 region but
was also significant in the ML (Fig.
9A2,B1, bottom plot). The potentiation of
responses in the CA3 region to PP stimu-
lation is important because TBS of the PP
never potentiated CA3 responses (Figs. 2,
8). Unlike the potentiation induced by
TBS of the PP, TBS of the GC layer en-
hanced transmission from the PP to the
hippocampus, and this enhancement
must reflect LTP in the GC3MC3GC
circuit. This experiment thus showed that
the GC3MC3GC circuit regulates in-
formation flow through the dentate gyrus
from the PP to the CA3 region.

Discussion
In this study, we explored how the inter-
connected circuitry of the dentate gyrus
responds to activation through two differ-
ent pathways. Stimulating the PP acti-
vated synapses on GC dendrites in the ML
(Fig. 1A), eliciting large responses broadly
through the ML and small responses in
the CA3 region (Fig. 2). Stimulating the
GC layer elicited a similar spatial response
pattern, but through activation of the
GC3MC3GC circuit downstream
from the PP. The spread of these re-
sponses (Fig. 3) reflected the extensive
reach of GC and MC projections. In con-
trast to the similar distributions of re-

sponses to single pulses, TBS of these two sites induced different
spatial distributions of potentiation, with both sites potentiating
responses in the ML, but only GC layer TBS potentiating re-
sponses in the CA3 region. Thus, the population of synapses
targeted for LTP did not mirror the pattern of activation. Our
experiments enabled us to identify which of the excitatory syn-
apses of the dentate gyrus expressed LTP with these two different
stimulation sites, and determine how these different synapses
control the flow of information through the hippocampus.

Because the GC3MC3GC circuit is downstream from the
PP, the potentiation induced by GC layer TBS cannot be attrib-
uted to LTP of PP inputs, but instead requires LTP of synapses
between MCs and GCs. LTP has been demonstrated in synapses
formed by MCs (Kleschevnikov and Routtenberg, 2003; Lysets-
kiy et al., 2005) and our results from lesioned slices and dual-site
stimulation suggested that synapses of the GC3MC3GC cir-
cuit were potentiated not only by direct TBS of the GC layer, but
also by TBS of the upstream PP. This finding makes an important
point about plasticity in the dentate gyrus. Potentiation induced
by PP stimulation (Bliss and Gardner-Medwin, 1973; Colino and
Malenka, 1993; Derrick, 2007) does not reflect LTP solely at PP
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Figure 9. Dual-site stimulation with potentiation induced by TBS of the GC layer (instead of the PP as in Fig. 8). The design of this
experiment follows Figure 3, with the second stimulating electrode in the PP. A1, CCD image with the red arrow indicating the
stimulation site in the PP and the white arrow indicating the stimulation site in the GC layer (50 �A, 0.2 ms of each site). A2,
Potentiation map for responses to PP stimulation. A3, Potentiation map for responses to GC layer stimulation. Each map was
normalized to its own maximum and differences encoded as color according to the scale in the bottom left corner. Responses in the
CA3 region evoked by PP stimulation were potentiated, even though this pathway received no TBS. B1, Time course plots of �I/I
from the ML and CA3 region for each stimulation site (mean � SEM; N � 6). Top, Responses in the ML and CA3 region evoked by
PP stimulation were potentiated by TBS of the GC layer. Bottom, Responses from these sites evoked by GC layer stimulation were
also potentiated (as in Fig. 3C). B2, Average potentiation induced by TBS of the GC layer for responses in the CA3 region and ML
evoked by stimulation of the PP. *p � 0.05.
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synapses on GCs, but includes a contribution from LTP in the
GC3MC3GC circuit. The present study showed that these
downstream synapses, although not directly activated by the PP,
nevertheless are strengthened and contribute to the potentiation
induced by TBS of the PP.

We can make an analogous point with regard to potentiation
of responses in the CA3 region. The more than twofold enhance-
ment resulting from GC layer TBS (Fig. 3C) cannot reflect LTP of
local CA3 mossy fiber synapses as it was blocked by APV (Fig. 5),
and we confirmed the established NMDA receptor independence
of CA3 mossy fiber LTP (Harris and Cotman, 1986; Jaffe and
Johnston, 1990; Nicoll and Schmitz, 2005; Fig. 7). Thus, re-
sponses in the CA3 region evoked by either PP or GC layer stim-
ulation were too weak to induce LTP at GC3CA3 synapses.
Instead, our results indicate that LTP in the GC3MC3GC cir-
cuit can serve as a surrogate for mossy fiber LTP in the CA3
region. This confirms an early proposal based on the location and
connectivity of MCs (Claiborne et al., 1993) and identifies a new
locus for modulating communication between the dentate gyrus
and CA3 region.

Potentiation induced by GC layer TBS was blocked in the CA3
region by APV, but we saw NMDA receptor-independent poten-
tiation in the ML (Fig. 6). This regional specificity revealed that
the two synapses in the GC3MC3GC circuit are not equivalent
with regard to the NMDA receptor dependence of their LTP. We
can attribute the NMDA receptor-independent component to
GC3MC synapses, where patch-clamp recordings have shown
that an NMDA receptor antagonist failed to block LTP (Lysetskiy
et al., 2005). In this respect, GC3MC synapses resemble the
synapses formed by GC axons on CA3 pyramidal cells (Harris
and Cotman, 1986; Jaffe and Johnston, 1990; Nicoll and Schmitz,
2005). This leaves the MC3GC synapse as the component of the
GC3MC3GC circuit with NMDA receptor-dependent LTP.

TBS of the PP induced LTP in the GC3MC3GC circuit, and
the complete blockade of this potentiation by APV (Fig. 5) points
to the MC3GC synapse as the component of the
GC3MC3GC circuit that expresses LTP during PP TBS. Since
CA3 responses remained unchanged, we can conclude that LTP
of MC3GC synapses without LTP of GC3MC synapses is in-
sufficient for potentiation of transmission to the CA3 region.
Likewise, LTP of only GC3MC synapses, which occurred with
TBS of the GC layer in the presence of APV, also failed to poten-
tiate transmission to the CA3 region. Thus, restricting LTP to
either GC3MC synapses or to MC3GC synapses prevented the
potentiation of CA3 responses. The unique outcome of potenti-
ation in the CA3 region therefore required LTP in both GC3MC
and MC3GC synapses. This suggests a special relation between
these two reciprocally connected types of excitatory neuron. One
intriguing possibility is that reciprocally connected pairs amplify
activity to drive spikes in high-threshold GCs. The focused stim-
ulation of both GC somata and MC processes would be especially
effective in targeting synapses between reciprocally coupled pairs
for LTP. In any case, this result indicates that a special condition
must be met. LTP must be expressed in both GC3MC and
MC3GC synapses to increase transmission through the dentate
gyrus and on to the hippocampus. Despite the broad distribution
of potentiation through the ML following TBS of the PP (Fig.
2F), responses in the CA3 region remained unchanged. Traffic
through the dentate gyrus is not easily altered, and depends on
the specific way in which synapses between MCs and GCs are
selected for LTP. Sensory inputs that activate both neuronal pop-
ulations, possibly targeting reciprocally coupled pairs, may be an
important cue in the plasticity of hippocampal behavior. Our

finding that GC layer TBS enhanced throughput from the PP to
the CA3 region (Fig. 9) establishes the GC3MC3GC circuit as
an important gate that controls transmission through the first
two segments of the trisynaptic circuit.

MCs are well situated for roles in amplifying and processing
inputs from the entorhinal cortex. By regulating the flow of in-
formation through the dentate gyrus, the GC3MC3GC circuit
can make important contributions to hippocampal functions,
and coordinated LTP of GC3MC and MC3GC synapses can
modify these contributions. The hippocampus has well estab-
lished roles in memory and navigation, and knowing which types
of synapses store information about the environment will be crit-
ical to understanding how neural circuitry generates behavior, as
well as how LTP enables experience to modify it (Leutgeb and
Leutgeb, 2007; Moser et al., 2008). Here, we showed that LTP in
the GC3MC3GC circuit can enhance transmission through
the hippocampus, and found a unique condition that must be
met for this to occur. This may be relevant to the role of the
dentate gyrus in the generalization of seizure activity and allow-
ing abnormal activity to spread through the hippocampus (Hei-
nemann et al., 1992; Lothman et al., 1992; Ang et al., 2006; Dudek
and Sutula, 2007). LTP in synapses in the GC3MC3GC circuit
will lower the barrier to seizures, and this could trigger a transi-
tion to a pathological state. The gatekeeper function of the
GC3MC3GC circuit will enable it to serve as a powerful regu-
lator of how the hippocampus handles normal and pathological
activity. Plasticity in dentate gyrus gatekeeping identifies a new
role for hilar synapses and provides a new perspective on infor-
mation processing by the hippocampus.
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